SEO 2019: Rise of SEMANTIC SEARCH
It’s already in your Neighborhood – and Searches

September 26, 2013

Basic SEO: What Does Google Want?

FAQs About Google Search
•

•
•

•

What’s a “search algorithm?”
That’s a technical term for what you can think of as a recipe that Google uses to sort
through the billions of web pages and other information it has, in order to return what
it believes are the best answers.
Why was the 2013 Google Search Update called Hummingbird?
Google told us the name come from being “precise and fast.”
When did Hummingbird start?
Google started using Hummingbird in September 2013.
It was the first Google Algorithm to use AI – Artificial Intelligence.
What about all these Penguin, Panda and other “updates” —
haven’t those been changes to the algorithm?
Panda, Penguin and other updates were changes to parts of the old algorithm, but not
an entire replacement of the whole. Think of it again like an engine. Those things were
as if the engine received a new oil filter or had an improved pump put in. Hummingbird
is a new engine that uses AI. Although it continues to use some of the same parts of the
old Google Search Engine, like Penguin and Panda.

Semantic Search and Google
Semantic search uses AI (artificial intelligence) to improve search accuracy by
understanding searcher intent and the contextual meaning of terms to generate more
relevant results.
Semantic search seeks to understand natural language the way a human would.
In 2010, optimizing for search engines meant inserting as many backlinks as possible
(spammy or otherwise) and including more keywords
(including repeating the same word over and over).

1.
2.

3.
4.

In 2019, simply identifying keywords is no longer enough.
Now, you need to understand what those keywords mean;
provide rich information that contextualizes those keywords and firmly understand and address user intent.
Provide authoritative content and links.
All of these elements are vital for SEO in the age of semantic search.

Semantic Search
Semantic search has evolved quickly due to AI
and the increase in Mobile Voice Search.

Computer???
-

Star Trek IV – The Voyage Home 1986

Semantic Search - Historically
Google has been quietly working on Semantic Search for some
time….
http://searchengineland.com/googles-impressive-conversational-search-goes-live-onchrome-160445 5-22-2013
http://mashable.com/2012/03/22/google-semantic-search-seo 3-22-2012
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/09/26/google-changes-search-to-handle-morecomplex-queries 9-26-2013

What Is Semantic Search?
The Hummingbird Update came out back in 2013,
and introduced a new way for Google to process Search queries.
Until 2013, Google Search was based on keyword interpretation.
Google had been looking at specific sequences of words in a user query,
then found matches for those keywords in pages on the internet.
Search optimizers built strategies around this by targeting specific keyword sequences,
and using them on as many pages as possible. Content had to be relevant in
accordance with Panda’s content requirements.
In 2013, Hummingbird totally changed this.
Now Google looks at the language used by a searcher and analyzes the searcher’s
intent. It then uses that intent to find the most relevant search results for that intent.
This demands an entirely new approach to SEO.
Instead of focusing on specific, exact-match keywords –
superior SEO now has to include content that addresses a user’s needs.
DFW Business Websites has been using Semantic Search in SEO since 2013.

Artificial Intelligence: From Google Researchers
https://ai.google

“Advancing AI for Everyone”
At Google AI, we’re conducting research that advances the stateof-the-art in the field, applying AI to products and to new
domains, and developing tools to ensure that everyone can
access AI.
Google’s mission is to organize the world’s information and make
it universally accessible and useful. AI is helping us do that in
exciting new ways, solving problems for our users, our
customers, and the world.

Is Artificial Intelligence just SciFi or a Reality?

Artificial Intelligence: Google Research
How Ray Kurzweil Will Help Google
Make the Ultimate AI Brain
http://www.wired.com/business/2013/04/kurzweil-google-ai 4-25-13

Google has always been an artificial intelligence company, so it really shouldn’t
have been a surprise that Ray Kurzweil, one of the leading scientists in the
field, joined the search giant late last year. Nonetheless, the hiring raised
some eyebrows, since Kurzweil is perhaps the most prominent proselytizer of
“hard AI,” which argues that it is possible to create consciousness in an
artificial being.
Add to this Google’s revelation that it is using techniques of deep learning to
produce an artificial brain, and a subsequent hiring of the godfather of
computer neural nets Geoffrey Hinton, and it would seem that Google is
becoming the most daring developer of AI.
A fact that some may consider thrilling and others deeply unsettling. Or both.
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What IS SEO?
S - Search
E - Engine
O - Optimization
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Two Basic Types of SEO:
1. On-site
. Located on your website
2. Off-site
. SEO activities located off your website
. Internet-based marketing activities
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Onsite SEO
1. Title Tag and Meta Description
2. Website Architecture
. Site Crawlability for Search Engines
. Mobile-friendly
. Duplication/Canonicalization
. Site Load Speed
. URL (Link) Keywords
. Website Internal Link Structure
. HTTPS Secure Site
. Schema.org Microdata
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Meta Title 50-60 Characters or Less
<title> DFW Digital Marketing, SEO, Custom Websites | DFW
Business Websites </title>
Includes your business or brand name and keywords that relate to that
specific page only. This tag is placed between the <HEAD> </HEAD>
tags near the top of the HTML code for the page.
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Meta Description 150-160 Characters
<meta name="description" content="DFW Business Websites
serves Dallas Fort Worth and the U.S. | Digital marketing, SEO,
SEO content marketing, social media marketing, custom
WordPress websites"/>
The meta description on pages of your website gives search
engines more insight into what your page is about. You want to
write your meta description with a human audience in mind that
includes the page’s main keywords; the meta description does
show up in search results.
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Google Search Displays:
DFW Business Websites: DFW Digital Marketing, SEO, Custom Websites
https://dfwbusinesswebsites.com
DFW Business Websites serves Dallas Fort Worth and the U.S. | Digital
marketing, SEO, SEO WordPress Websites, SEO content marketing, social
media marketing.
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Other Important Onsite SEO Elements
Keywords, Key Phrases and Key Concepts
Internal Links – Link building isn’t just reserved for external sites linking to
your website. You can help search engines learn more about your website by
internally linking to other pages on your website within your content.

Header Tags – <H1></H1> tags should surround the titles on pages and posts.
There should only be one set of <H1></H1> tags per page.

The <H2></H2> and <H3></H3> tags surround sub-headings. There can be
multiple instances of both. Using header tags helps both readers and search
engines break up your content into digestible sections.
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Other Important Onsite SEO Elements, Continued
Image Name & ALT Tags – If you use images on your website,
you should think of good keywords for both the image name
and the alt tag. This helps search engines find good images for
their image search based on the keywords specified.
Bolded Text – You don’t want to get too crazy with this one,
but occasionally bolding a selection of text to get a reader’s
attention can also help search engines distinguish other
important information and keywords in the page’s content.
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Totally Critical Onsite SEO Element:
CONTENT
The key to pleasing both search engines and website visitors is to have quality
content on your website – correctly optimized for key concepts and keywords.
Quality content can include a variety of things including (but not limited to):

•
•
•
•
•

Blog Posts (Articles)
Industry and ‘How To’ Articles
Tutorials and ‘How To’ Guides
Videos
Podcasts
Creating quality content for your website is an investment,
but worth it! Search engines love it, and visitors will love it so much
that they will share it - leading to more visitors.
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SEO Off-Site Optimization
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organic SEO
Link Building with Optimized Content
Social Media
Local SEM – Local Search Engine Marketing
Video Marketing and Podcasts
PPC – Pay Per Click (Google AdWords)
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Panda:
Updates to the Google Search Algorithm in 2011

Penguin:
Updates to the Google Search Algorithm in 2012
Google Algorithm Change History: https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change
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From http://mashable.com/2012/07/03/penguin-google-seo
•

Panda: Officially rolled out in February 2011, but there have been about
13 data refreshes of it since then. Now on Panda 3.7, it cracked down on
sites with thin, stolen or duplicate content, as well as sites with a high adto-content ratio.

•

Penguin: Released April 2012, this algorithm put tighter guidelines on
website optimization and adjusted a number of web spam factors,
including keyword stuffing, cloaking, unnatural links and content spinning.

Contrary to popular belief, Google’s goal isn’t to run wild with algorithm updates
and penalize every site until there are only 10 decent sites left.
Google just wants to make the web a better place, and it does that by rewarding
people who do things right.
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Google Panda Search Algorithm Update
Feb 2011

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Panda ‘forecloses’ on link farms
Remove ‘spammy’ links; Build organic backlinks naturally.
Remove Low Quality Content; Focus On Unique Content
Concentrate On Building Trust and Authority
Keep Advertising Ratio Healthy
Recognize, Understand and Track Panda Updates
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Google Penguin Search Algorithm Update
April 24, 2012

1. Put a deep freeze on web spam in Google's search results
2. No “Artificial” Or “Unnatural” Links to web rings or
doorway sites
3. Sites need to provide original, high quality content
4. Duplicate content is targeted
5. Google Webmaster Guidelines (webspam content violations)
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/35769?hl=en#3
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E-A-T and SEO:
Creating Content That Google Wants
2019

1. Expertise – Try to understand the searcher’s intent behind keywords used to
access the website. Include authoritative links in website content.
2. Authority - Building a brand is a good idea for many reasons, not least for SEO
authority. Branded search volume is a good measure of how your brand authority is
doing. If more and more people are searching for your brand name, this is amazing
news. If they’re searching for your brand name with a relevant keyword attached,
that’s even better.
3. Trustworthiness - Many factors, including: Having a clear way to make; making sure
the website’s domain is secure by correctly implementing HTTPS; Privacy Policy
linked in footer; linking out to authority sites whenever possible.
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The most important thing to understand about AI Search:
It is not a static formula.
Search powered by Google Artificial Intelligence is a constantly
evolving system designed to identify, sort, and present the data
that is most likely to meet the needs of users at that specific
time.
AI Search is based on a multitude of variables that go far beyond
just a simple keyword phrase.

General SEO Resources
https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change Google SEO Changes 2000 - 2019
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo

Beginners Guide to SEO

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/7451184?hl=en
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Starter Guide
Search Engine Land’s Guide To SEO

Search Engine Land’s Guide To SEO

Google Webmaster Tools

Google Webmaster Tools
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Need Digital Marketing, SEO or an SEO Website?
DFW Business Websites
469-844-4126
Serving Dallas-Fort Worth and the US
Based in DFW and Made in Texas

